
CASE STUDY 

REQUIREMENTS 

 The total WLC throughput per site shall be 

minimum 40Gbps in high availability 

 WLC shall support minimum 5,000 access 

points 

 It shall support seamless 2G/3G/4G data  

offload 

 Automatic L2 or L3 AP discovery and  

roaming 

 WLC shall be Wi-Fi alliance certified for  

PasspointTM (Release 2) 

 
SOLUTIONS 

 Outdoor AP 

 Wireless LAN Controller 

 
BENEFITS 

 Simple installation 

 Centralized configuration and management  

of all access points by one single access 

controller 

 Rock-solid performance and client  

connectivity 

 Central authentication and central  

forwarding 

As technology advances day by day,  

internet has already become an  

important thing in our daily life. In  

recent years, everyone has been  

influenced by Internet. 

 

Bangalore, the capital of the Indian  

state of Karnataka. It has over ten  

million citizens, making it a megacity  

and the third most populous city and  

fifth most populous urban  

agglomeration in India. 

 

As Prime Minister Narendra Modi first  

launched “Smart City Mission” in 2015,  

India has dedicated to promote digital  

India recently. 

 

This time the Indian government  

decided to set up Wi-Fi network in  

Bangalore, giving people a sustainable  

and reliable internet connections. In  

this project, ZCOM is responsible for  

providing outdoor APs and Wireless  

LAN Controller for Indian government. 

Overview 

Internet Integration in Bangalore  

by Building Wi-Fi Network 



Deployment 
This project aims to provide Wi-Fi  

network to campus, hospital, and public  

areas. 

Moreover, it will also plan to supply  

network to governmental office, park, and  

Gram Panchayats, as well as Wi-Fi  

coverage over major tourist attractions  

and World Heritage locations. 

 

AP Deployment 
To realize this project, ZCOM provide indoor Access Points, outdoor Access Points,  

and Wireless LAN Controllers. 

The outdoor AP, which ZCOM provide for Bangalore, is a new generation of 11ac  

outdoor wireless high-performance access point. It build's-in antenna, flexible and  

diverse installation. It’s very suitable for any outdoor scene, and supports the direct  

bracket wall or hoop installation. 

With 802.11ac Wave2 standard, the outdoor AP using MU-MIMO technology to  

support four space streams, support HT160MHz ultra-high bandwidth, the maximum  

rate of up to 2.5Gbps. 

 

Conclusion 
With ZCOM’s products, Indian government can create a sustainable, reliable, and 

stable Wi-Fi service for Bangalore. Everybody all know about IT technology. Now,  

ZCOM gives IT a new definition: “I” for India, “T” for Taiwan From now on, Indian and  

Taiwan will bring IT to everywhere in India. 
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